Functional Nonlinear Model Predictive Control Based on Adaptive Dynamic Programming.
This paper presents a functional model predictive control (MPC) approach based on an adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) algorithm with the abilities of handling control constraints and disturbances for the optimal control of nonlinear discrete-time systems. In the proposed ADP-based nonlinear MPC (NMPC) structure, a neural-network-based identification is established first to reconstruct the unknown system dynamics. Then, the actor-critic scheme is adopted with a critic network to estimate the index performance function and an action network to approximate the optimal control input. Meanwhile, as the MPC strategy can effectively determine the current control by solving a finite horizon open-loop optimal control problem, in the proposed algorithm, the infinite horizon is decomposed into a series of finite horizons to obtain the optimal control. In each finite horizon, the finite ADP algorithm solves the optimal control problem subject to the terminal constraint, the control constraint, and the disturbance. The uniform ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop system is verified by the Lyapunov approach. Finally, the ADP-based NMPC is conducted on two different cases and the simulation results demonstrate the quick response and strong robustness of the proposed method.